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Image above - Harvey, 
who’s looking forward 
to this party at The 
Squirt Gun Arena. 

	 Right now, Rudy and Judy’s joint birthday party is starting in The 
Squirt Gun Arena. Cats have been looking forward to this, and are mobilizing 
to go to The Squirt Gun Arena. Kittens have packed their best squirt guns 
and are ready for a very fun fight. 


	 Rudy and Judy, still not very happy about the party, are preparing as 
well. Rudy has a very large squirt gun that can shoot streams of water so 
hard that it can hurt. Judy has a squirt gun that shoots fast and short 
streams of water, and is excellent for sniping with. Judy plans to nail Rudy in 
the eye when Rudy comes close, and Rudy plans to squirt a hole in Judy’s 
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chubby forelegs. Harvey is also coming, and has 
brought a small squirt gun but will probably just 
belly flop into pools next to cats and splash 
them that way. Naya has three squirt guns, as 
she raided her kittens’ stash recently. However, 
Naya only needed to raid her kittens’ stash 
because they had raided hers. 


	 Lunch has been preparing for her 
catering job, but is also going to participate in 
the squirt gun fight to come. Lunch’s kittens and 
Jake were out at the store yesterday, picking out 
some new fangled squirt guns with different 
intensity levels and range adjustments. Lunch’s 
kittens were armed to the teeth by the time they 
came out of the store. Literally, because some of 
Lunch’s kittens were wearing mouth guards. 
They were definitely a force not to be reckoned 
with. 


	 The squirt gun fight has officially begun 
in The Squirt Gun Arena, and it is already very 
chaotic. Harvey has ambushed a few cats with 
his splashy belly flop, and Lunch’s kittens have 
already claimed many victims as well. However, the most fun fight would have 
to go to Rudy and Judy. “You’re so slow and stupid,” Rudy taunts Judy, who 
responds, “and you can’t even see an attack coming.” Judy squirts Rudy in 
the face, and Rudy lifts her squirt gun and fires at Judy, point blank range. 

Rudy nails Judy in her chubby foreleg, and 
Judy winces, as the stream of water is very 
hard. But not for too long. “That’ll leave a 
bruise, you a**h*le,” Judy shouts, abandoning 
her squirt gun and charging Rudy. Rudy holds 
Judy off with sprays of water, and then runs. 


	 This is a truly chaotic scene, but it is 
probably very fun for some cats. Rudy and 
Judy are still fighting, and Judy has held Rudy’s 
head underwater until Rudy kicked Judy in the 

stomach and Rudy held Judy’s head underwater. And so on. To be honest, 
their fights are quite predictable. 


	 Subscribe again for Halloween!

Image above - Juliet 
and Blackpelt, 
choosing to nap 
instead of fight. 

“You didn’t spell 
out the word, but 
kittens can 
guess what 
“a**h*le” is.” 

 - LUNCH, WHO ISN’T TOO HAPPY 
WITH US
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